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We are seeking to gather more case studies, teaching materials on bioethics, environmental ethics and ethics of science and technology, to be placed on the UNESCO website, and would welcome receiving any you might suggest. A multilingual website has started posting materials and translations of these in other available languages, proposals are welcome.

Those who would like to join the ongoing Bioethics Education Project of UNESCO Bangkok can obtain more copies of this introductory text for free in return for evaluation feedback with this and other materials. We can then work together to improve the available online resources for teaching bioethics.

Note that the Teaching Guides, References, Internet links, are in a separate document that can be downloaded from the Internet site
<http://eubios.info/BetCD/BetbkTR.doc>
Multilingual materials can be downloaded from:
<http://www.unescobkk.org/index.php?id=multilingual_material>

This textbook / resource book was published by Eubios Ethics Institute with a grant from Sasagawa Peace Foundation, Japan. The views represented in the materials compiled in the book do not represent the views of UNESCO nor of Eubios Ethics Institute.
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